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Here, films using CdSe nanocrystal (NC) triplet photosensitizers in conjunction with diphenylanthracene

(DPA) emitters were assembled to address several challenges to practical applications for solution-based

photon upconversion. By using poly(9-vinylcarbazole) as a phosphorescent host in this film, volatile

organic solvents are eliminated, the spontaneous crystallization of the emitter is significantly retarded,

and �1.5% photon upconversion quantum yield (out of a maximum of 50%) is obtained. Transient

absorption spectroscopy on nanosecond-to-microsecond time scales reveals this efficiency is enabled

by an exceptionally long triplet lifetime of 3.4 � 0.3 ms. Ultimately, we find the upconversion efficiency

is limited by incomplete triplet–triplet annihilation, which occurs with a rate 3–4 orders of magnitude

slower than in solution-phase upconversion systems.
Photon upconversion1–3 has promising photovoltaic and
sensing applications2–5 if it can occur efficiently in thin lms
with low excitation densities. In this work, we address
outstanding challenges using drop-cast lms of CdSe nano-
crystals (NCs) for light absorption in combination with
anthracene emitters for emission. This hybrid system capital-
izes on the synthetically tunable nature of inorganic NC
absorption and emission. By transferring spin-triplet excitons
from an inorganic NC to an organic acceptor, the benets of
strong semiconductor absorption and small exchange splitting
can be coupled with triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA) and
subsequent uorescence from organic emitters. This is impor-
tant because NCs can be made to absorb near-infrared (NIR)
light much more strongly compared to their organic or
lanthanide counterparts, and thus have great potential for
efficiently converting NIR to visible light.

Much work has been done in the past to translate these
solution-based upconversion systems to the solid phase.6–14

Previous work on DPA-containing supramolecular gels has
focused on forming an annihilator-decorated polymer matrix
doped with sensitizer to preserve efficient triplet energy trans-
fer.7,9 Other groups have tried to dope a palladium porphyrin
sensitizer directly into an emissive co-polymer host capable of
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TTA for upconversion, which resulted in efficiencies of up to 6%
out of a possible 50%.8 Ogawa et al.15 have improved efficiencies
by increasing the photoluminescence QY of the emitter in thin
lms by including singlet traps as dopants. However, the
resulting reports have upconversion efficiencies that are typi-
cally much lower than those in solution. This is oen due to
decreased triplet mobility in rigid systems and increased
aggregation of the sensitizer and molecular emitter.

Here, we report the rst solution processed TTA-based
photon upconversion lm using semiconductor NCs to
replace noble metal-containing porphyrin light absorbers in
comparable all-organic TTA-based systems. We examine lms
of a CdSe NC photosensitizer/DPA emitter hybrid system that
can convert green to violet light with QYs of over 10%16–18 (out of
a maximum of 50%) in solution. Although the photon upcon-
version QY for the lm here is an order of magnitude lower
compared to solution, �1.5% (out of 50%), the QYs are
comparable to all-organic systems,6 albeit at relatively high
excitation densities exceeding 10 W cm�2.

This lm consists of CdSe NCs and the DPA small molecule
embedded in a wide-bandgap polymer poly(9-vinylcarbazole)
(PVK) host material commonly used in organic light emitting
diodes (LEDs). Importantly, PVK has been shown to enable
efficient TTA for upconversion-based LEDs.19 The energy
transfer processes that enable the function of this nanocrystal-
based upconversion system are illustrated in Fig. 1a. 532 nm
photons are absorbed by the CdSe NC sensitizer (green arrow),
fuelling triplet energy transfer (TET, orange arrows) to the
bound transmitter ligand, followed by TET to diphenylan-
thracene (DPA). DPA can then undergo triplet–triplet annihila-
tion (TTA) to create an emissive singlet, producing violet 430 nm
light. This TTA process occurs when two excited DPA molecules
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 (a) Energy diagram depicting steps involved in photon upcon-
version: NC photoexcitation (green arrow), triplet energy transfer from
CdSe to 9ACA (TET1), and triplet energy from 9ACA to DPA emitters
(TET2) that emit via triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA, blue arrow). (b)
Normalized absorbance (solid lines) and emission spectra (dashed
lines) of DPA and 9ACA-functionalized CdSe nanocrystals dispersed in
toluene.

Fig. 2 (a) Front face photon upconversion on the film consisting of
CdSe 9ACA/OA and DPA in PVK (inset) with excitation using 532 nm
CW light (green arrow), resulting in photoluminescence (PL) fromDPA.
Band edge and trap state emission from CdSe NCs is also observed. PL
spectra from three different regions are shown to highlight the film's
spatial inhomogeneity. The film's corresponding absorption spectrum
is shown in (b) in red. For comparison, absorption spectra of films
containing only CdSe OA NCs and CdSe 9ACA/OA are shown in blue
squares and open green circles, respectively.
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annihilate to form one DPA in a singlet excited state and one in
the ground state. Fig. 1b shows the absorption (solid lines) and
emission (dashed lines) of both the CdSe absorber with bound
9-anthracene carboxylic acid (9ACA) transmitter ligand and DPA
emitter for this system. We focus on a blended lm with all
components mixed together in the same layer.

Air-free conditions were used for thin lm fabrication with
the goal of dispersing both CdSe sensitizers and DPA emitters
evenly. To that end, PVK and DPA were dissolved in 1,2-
dichlorobenzene (o-DCB), followed by the addition of 532 nm
absorbing CdSe nanocrystals functionalized with 9ACA trans-
mitter ligands (see SI for ligand exchange details, Fig. S1†).
Once fully dissolved, this PVK solution was drop-cast onto glass
coverslips. Aer annealing at 60 �C for ten minutes, the lms
were le to dry overnight in a glovebox. The lms were then
sealed using UV-cured epoxy. Prolometry measurements reveal
that each drop-cast layer is approximately 6 microns thick
(Fig. S2†).

Photon upconversion was performed using a 532 nm CW
laser in a front-face uorescence geometry. The upconversion
signal varied based on the spatial location at which each lm is
illuminated, indicating these drop-cast thin lms are not
homogenous (Fig. 2a). The average upconversion signal detec-
ted by illuminating points near the center of the lm was
uniform, with large increases in upconversion signal being
found at the lm's edges where its thickness was greatest and it
came into contact with the epoxy. PL mapping experiments
conrm that the CdSe is concentrated at the edges of the lm
and that clusters of emissive CdSe NCs are non-uniformly
distributed in the middle of the lm (Fig. S3A†). These spots
appear to correspond to the areas of highest upconversion.
These best upconverting spots at the edges are not included in
our analysis due to the lm's increased thickness and variability
of absorption in these regions. DPA is more uniformly distrib-
uted within the lms, as PL mapping exciting with 405 nm
shows uniform DPA emission throughout the lm (Fig. S3B†).

The absorption spectra corresponding to the middle of the
lm is shown in Fig. 2b (red line). We measured the lm's
relative emission quantum yield by employing a rhodamine 6G
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(R6G) thin lm as the uorescent standard in the same PVK
polymer host. The uorescence QY of the R6G standard was
measured in an integrating sphere to be 24% (as described in
the ESI†). This R6G reference lm was then placed in the same
front-face detection geometry and used to quantify the upcon-
version signal for all lms. To verify the accuracy of this
approach, the CdSe containing thin lm was measured in both
the integrating sphere and front-face geometry. Similar
upconversion QYs of �1.5% were obtained in both relative and
absolute upconversion QY measurements. In general, the
average photon upconversion QY is about 1.5% (out of a 50%
maximum) for the lm using a 532 nm CW laser with power
densities exceeding 10 W cm�2 (Fig. S5†). At the edges, the
upconversion signals were approximately 4-fold higher. In
comparison, in solution, these CdSe 9ACA/OA NCs in 3 mM of
DPA in toluene have a photon upconversion QY of 10.0% (out of
50% maximum).18 We note that without the 9ACA transmitter
on the CdSe nanocrystals, no photon upconversion was
observed in either thin lms or solution.

Using the Beer–Lambert law, we calculated the concentra-
tion of CdSe 9ACA/OA and DPA in the lm assuming the
extinction coefficients of DPA and CdSe are the same in toluene
and PVK, as there are minimal lineshape changes (Table S1†).
To further explore the energy transfer processes within this lm,
we made several control samples to study with transient
absorption spectroscopy using nanosecond pulsed excitation.
The rst control sample was a PVK lm containing 20 wt% of
DPA that was prepared and sealed in an air-free nitrogen glo-
vebox, which allowed for characterization of DPA in the matrix.
Two additional control samples of CdSe embedded in PVK
without DPA were made, the rst with CdSe capped with its
native oleic acid (OA) ligands (CdSe OA, blue squares, Fig. 2b);
and the second containing CdSe capped with 9ACA and OA
transmitter ligands (CdSe 9ACA/OA) (green open circles,
Fig. 2b).

Eqn (1) relates the overall photon upconversion efficiency to
the efficiencies of each energy transfer step shown in Fig. 1a:
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31042–31046 | 31043



Fig. 4 Double difference TA spectra for (a) CdSe 9ACA/OA and (b)
CdSe 9ACA/OA + DPA in PVK films with the CdSe contribution sub-
tracted. An excited state absorption corresponding to the anthracene
spin-triplet exciton is clearly observed (c) Normalized dd TA kinetics
spectrally integrated from 440–455 nm highlighting the growth and
decay of anthracene triplets (both 9ACA and DPA). Triplet kinetics for
the CdSe 9ACA/OA film are shown in black while kinetics for the CdSe
9ACA/OA + DPA film appear in green. All TA data was collected
following 532 nm excitation.
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fUC ¼ fTET1fTET2

fTTA

2
fDPA (1)

where fTET1 is the efficiency of TET from CdSe to bound 9ACA
ligands, fTET2 is the efficiency of TET from the 9ACA transmitter
to DPA, fDPA is the uorescence quantum yield of DPA, and fTTA

is the efficiency of TTA, which is divided by two as TTA returns
one out of a pair of excited molecules to the ground state. While
some reports omit this factor, our inclusion yields a maximum
value of 0.5 for fUC as we dene this quantity as the number of
emitted upconverted photons divided by the number absorbed
by the system.

To quantify fDPA, the DPA uorescence QY, we used the
integrating sphere to characterize the 20 wt% DPA in PVK thin
lm, excited at 365 nm. The resulting fDPA was 66%, which is
lower than its value in toluene20 (fDPA ¼ 90%). This decrease in
fDPA could be due to aggregation of DPA in the polymer matrix,
or an inner lter effect from the high concentration of DPA in
PVK (0.574 M). Evidence for the former is seen in the red-shied
PL of DPA while evidence for the latter stems from a truncation
of the blue shoulder of DPA's emission spectrum for the drop-
cast lm when compared to DPA in toluene (Fig. S6†).

Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy can directly probe
the rates of energy transfer in this hybrid system as the excited
state absorption (ESA) of the lowest triplet state of anthracene
can be clearly measured. Fig. 3a–c show ns-TA spectra corre-
sponding to the CdSe OA, CdSe 9ACA/OA, and CdSe 9ACA/OA +
DPA in PVK lms, respectively (Fig. S7† shows the correspond-
ing near-infrared region). In Fig. 3a, in the CdSe OA in PVK lm,
a negative signal corresponding to the ground-state bleach
(GSB) of CdSe is observed where the CdSe NC absorbs maxi-
mally. CdSe/OA also has an ESA centered at 450 nm.

To visualize the anthracene triplet clearly, double-difference
(dd) TA spectra were obtained by subtracting the CdSe contri-
bution at each time trace, normalizing at the 2nd GSB
minimum (482.5 nm), where there is no laser scatter nor
contribution from the anthracene. Fig. 4a shows dd spectra of
the isolated 9ACA ESA from the CdSe 9ACA/OA sample (ns-TA
spectra in Fig. 3b). We note that the anthracene ESA corre-
sponding to its T1 / Tn transition is red-shied in PVK
compared to free DPA in toluene.21 Focusing on the anthracene
triplet kinetics centered from 440–455 nm obtained from the dd
spectra of the CdSe 9ACA/OA in PVK sample (Fig. 4a), we were
able to t an exponential triplet rise of 29.2 � 2.1 ns and a 9ACA
lifetime of 46.1 � 0.5 ms aer subtracting the CdSe component
(Fig. 4c, for tting details see Fig. S8†). In toluene, the
Fig. 3 (a) Nanosecond transient absorption (TA) spectra for the (a)
CdSe OA, (b) CdSe 9ACA/OA and (c) CdSe 9ACA/OA + DPA in PVK
films respectively.
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corresponding TET1 rise time is 113 � 1 ns.18 From biexpo-
nential ts to the CdSe/OA in PVK sample at the same wave-
length (Fig. S9†), the amplitude-averaged lifetime of CdSe/OA
was obtained according to eqn S4,† sCdSe-OA ¼ 35.8 ns. The
9ACA rise time includes contributions from the CdSe lifetime
and TET1 rate. Using sTET1 ¼ 158 ns, we calculate the efficiency
of TET1 using eqn S5† to obtain fTET1 ¼ 0.18.

We next sought to understand the TTA efficiency using TA
spectroscopy. Fig. 4b shows the dd spectra for the anthracene
triplet ESA in the CdSe 9ACA/OA + DPA sample (ns-TA spectra in
Fig. 3c). Since DPA is the major component of the thin lm, the
TA spectra and its evolution are dominated by DPA because the
molar ratio of DPA to CdSe is 546 : 1 (Table S1†). Since we are
unable to distinguish between contributions from the 9ACA and
DPA triplet to this dataset, we ignore the growth of this ESA that
is dominated by kTET1 and focus only on its decay. Triplet decay
kinetics of the dropcast lm, CdSe 9ACA/OA + DPA in PVK are
described by concurrent rst- and second-order processes:

d½3A*�
dt

¼ �k1
�
3A*

�
t
� k

q
TT

�
3A*

�
t

2
(2)

where the depletion of the DPA triplet excited states, 3A*,
through non-radiative internal conversion pathways6 or phos-
phorescence would comprise the rst order decay term, k1, and
triplet–triplet annihilation the second order decay, kqTT the
analytical solution for eqn (2) provided by Bachilo and Weis-
man22 is:

�
3A*

�
t
¼ �

3A*
�
0

1� b

ek1t � b

where

b ¼ k
q
TT½3A*�0

k1 þ k
q
TT½3A*�0

(3)

The DPA decay (neon green, Fig. 4c) of the CdSe 9ACA/OA +
DPA in PVK lm can be t with eqn (3) (olive green line, Fig. 4c
and S10†) where 1/k1 ¼ 3.4 � 0.3 ms and 1/kqTT �7.15 � 0.02
ms M in the lms. In comparison, DPA in its triplet excited state
has a comparable lifetime in toluene of 8.61 ms,23 and kTTA is
3.14� 109 M�1 s�1 (1/kTTA ¼ 3.18� 104 ms M).24 Considering the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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high concentration of DPA in PVK (0.574 M), we expect that
kqTT �108 s�1 M�1 if TTA dominates the 2nd order decay and is
diffusion limited like in solution. The fact that kqTT is �4 orders
of magnitude lower in the PVK lm suggests that the rigid
nature of PVK limits TTA, perhaps by limiting the orbital over-
lap between two DPA molecules necessary for TTA. The diffu-
sion of triplets is also inhibited in the solid state.25–27 We note
that the DPA lifetime here is an under-estimate because of
FRET-based back transfer from DPA to the CdSe (kSET, Fig. 1a).
Lin et al. reported that using a layered morphology, back
transfer in their molecular lms decreased to 8% from 60.3%
compared to the blended structure used here.6 A layered lm is
a good way of minimizing the parasitic reabsorption by the
CdSe NC light absorbers.

To conclude, we have successfully transformed our nano-
crystal sensitized TTA-based upconversion system from volatile
organic solvents to a micron-thick lm with upconversion
quantum yields on par with the best organic TTA-based thin
lms. The use of PVK allows a high concentration of DPA to be
incorporated while preventing phase separation of the photo-
sensitizer and annihilator. The key bottleneck in these thin
lms is the inefficient annihilation of triplet pairs to form
singlets, which may be addressed with transmitter ligands that
facilitate triplet energy transfer via a hopping mechanism28 or
with shorter solubilizing ligands on the NCs.29 Our current
upconversion efficiency of 0.015 out of a maximum of 0.5 can be
signicantly improved by increasing the DPA uorescence QY
and modifying our fabrication techniques to produce more
uniform thin lms. Better control over the distribution of CdSe
9ACA/OA within the lms, e.g. by spin-coating, will enhance
TET2 and therefore the overall upconversion efficiencies of
these lms. With future improvements and the viability of
environmentally friendly, non-toxic InP or silicon based light
absorbers,30 these lms have great potential to be used in
practical solar or biomedical applications.
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